**Holiday Ice**  
*Winter Performance*

**Photo captions:**
1. CSUEB dance students perform in a piece called "Hero" during the "Ice" performance on campus.
2. Julie Brown and Robert Rivera perform in "What You Can't Control Is The No."
3. Corissa Johnson in a solo piece called "Kellen: 03/16/06 - 05/28/06."
4. Students from beginning jazz class perform as part of their final project.

---

**Holiday Lights**  
*Seasonal Dress-up*

**Photo captions:**
1. Festively decorated home on Maribel Street in San Lorenzo.
2. The home of Gregg White on Dobble Avenue in Hayward shows holiday sparkle.
3. The home of the Simpson family on Paro Street in San Lorenzo: this is the first year that the Simpsons have decked their halls for the holidays.